Abstract. The statistical approach to machine translation (MT) relies heavily on large parallel corpora. For many language pairs, this can be a significant obstacle. A promising alternative is pivoting, i.e. making use of a third language to support the translation. There are a number of pivoting methods, but unfortunately, they were not evaluated in comparable settings. We focus on one particular language pair, Czech↔Vietnamese translation, with English as the pivoting language, and provide a comparison of several pivoting methods and the baseline (direct translation).
Introduction
Large parallel corpora are of utmost importance for statistical machine translation (SMT) for producing reliable translations. Unfortunately, for most pairs of living languages, the amount of available parallel data is not sufficient. "Pivoting" methods make use of a third language ("pivot language") to support the translation.
Over past years, a number of pivoting methods have been proposed. Most of the works were conducted using multi-parallel corpora such as Europarl (Koehn, 2005) , where the same text is available in more than two languages. In a realistic condition, the two corpora, source-pivot corpus and pivot-target corpus, are independent, i.e. coming from different sources. We expect that some of the approaches are more beneficial in only one of the two conditions and for sure, some approaches utilizing multilingual corpora are not applicable for independent corpora at all (Kumar et al., 2007; Chen et al., 2008) .
In this work, we carry out experiments to directly compare several methods of pivoting. We select Czech and Vietnamese, a relatively unexplored language pair, for the experiments. English is chosen for the role of pivot language because it offers the largest parallel corpora with both Czech and Vietnamese. This paper has two main contributions.
(1) The paper evaluates a wide range of pivoting methods in a directly comparable setting and under the more realistic condition where the parallel corpora are independent (as opposed to multi-parallel). (2) It is the first study which focuses on machine translation between Czech and Vietnamese. It describes and publishes the corpora that we have collected and processed.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses related work of pivoting methods. Section 3 describes the dataset that we collected, prepared and released. Section 4 presents experimental set up, results and discussions. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.
Pivoting Methods
Pivoting is formulated as the translating task from a source language to a target language through one or more pivot languages. An important, yet mostly overlooked aspect in pivoting is the relation between the source-pivot and pivot-target corpora. For example, Chen et al. (2008) reduce the size of the phrase table by filtering out phrase pairs if they are not linked by at least one common pivot phrase. Kumar et al. (2007) combine word alignments using multiple pivot languages to correct the alignment errors trained on the source-target parallel data. Both methods (implicitly) rely on the fact that the corpora contain the same sentences available in multiple languages. While this is a reasonable assumption for a multi-parallel corpus, the methods are not applicable for independent parallel corpora.
In our study, we compare pivoting methods which can be applied under the perhaps more realistic condition that the source-pivot and pivot-target corpora are independent (Tiedemann, 2012a; Tiedemann and Nakov, 2013) . This section discusses such methods and highlights their difference and potential. Each method has a number of configuration options which significantly affect the translation quality, we explore them empirically in Section 4 below.
Synthetic Corpus/Phrase Table
The synthetic corpus method (Gispert and Mariño, 2006; Galuščáková and Bojar, 2012) and the phrase table (PT) translation method (called synthetic phrase table) (Wu and Wang, 2007) aim to generate training data from MT output. Specifically, an MT system, which translates pivot language into the source or target language, is employed to translate a corpus or a phrase table of the other language pair. The result is a source→target corpus or phrase table with one side "synthetic", i.e. containing MT translated data. The synthetic corpus or phrase table is then used to build the source→target MT system.
Using MT translated data is generally seen as a bad thing. The model can easily reproduce errors introduced by the underlying MT system. In practice, however, machinegenerated translations need not be always harmful, especially when they compensate for the lack of direct bilingual training data. For example, Gispert and Mariño (2006) report impressive English↔Catalan translation results by translating the English-Spanish corpus using a Spanish→Catalan MT system. The results are on par with the translation quality of English↔Spanish translation. Similarly, Galuščáková and Bojar (2012) observe that pivoting through Czech was better than direct translation from English to Slovak, due to a large difference in training data size.
Between the two methods, the task of translating a phrase table poses different challenges compared to the task of translating a corpus. Phrasal input is generally much shorter than a sentence and a lot of contextual information is lost (even considering the limited scope of existing language models).
Phrase Table Triangulation
The phrase table triangulation method (Cohn and Lapata, 2007; Zhu et al., 2014) , sometimes called simply triangulation, generates an artificial source-target phrase table by directly joining two phrase tables (source-pivot and pivot-target) on common pivot phrases.
Once the tables are combined, approaches to triangulating the two phrase tables diverge in how they set the scores for the phrases. There are two options for estimating the necessary feature scores of the new phrase table: multiplying the original posterior probabilities or manipulating the original co-occurrence counts of phrases.
The first option views the triangulation as a generative probabilistic process on two sets of phrase pairs, s-t and p-t. Assuming the independent relations between three languages, the conditional distribution p(s|t) is estimated over source-target phrase pair s-t by marginalising out the pivot phrase p:
Afterwards, the feature values of identical phrases pairs are combined in the final phrase table. Either the scores are summed up or maximized (i.e. taking the higher of the score values).
The second option estimates the co-occurrence count of the source and target phrases c(s, t) from the co-occurrence counts c(s, p) and c(p, t) of the component phrase pairs. Afterwards, the feature scores are estimated by the standard phrase extraction (Koehn, 2010) .
In Equation 2, function f is the desired approximation function. Zhu et al. (2014) proposed four functions f : minimum, maximum, arithmetic mean and geometric mean.
Phrase table triangulation methods have received much attention, yet they have not been tested with two disjoint and independent corpora.
System Cascades
A widely popular method, system cascades (Utiyama and Isahara, 2007) , simply uses two black-box machine translation systems in a sequence. The first system translates the input from the source language into the pivot language. The second system picks up the pivot hypothesis and translates it into the target language.
Formally, the problem of finding the best sentenceê for a foreign input sentence f is defined as maximizing the translation score from source sentence f to a pivot sentence p, then from p to target sentence e: e ≈ arg max
where p i is a pivot hypothesis of the first MT system and serves as the input of the second system. Because investigating all possible pivot sentences p is too expensive, p is chosen from the list of n-best translations of the source sentence. Sometimes, the first system is not capable of providing a list of possible translations and pivot hypotheses are limited to n = 1, taking the top candidate only.
Phrase Table Interpolation for System Combination
Each of the pivoting methods described above leads to a separate MT system. This opens a possibility of combining these systems, hoping that the strengths of one method would offset the weaknesses of other methods. We choose to combine multiple systems by linearly interpolating translation models. This method, called "phrase table interpolation", is defined as follows:
where λ i is the interpolation weight of translation model i and satisfies the condition
We note that the system cascades method does not have a single phrase table. It directly uses the two SMT systems, rather than building a new SMT system. It thus does not lend itself to this combination method. We circumvent the problem by creating a synthetic phrase table from the development and test sets, each translated with the cascades method. We pair the translated text with the original text to create a small synthetic corpus. A phrase table is then extracted from the synthetic corpus and used in the combination.
Dataset Created and Released
Czech and Vietnamese are the national languages of the Czech Republic and Vietnam, respectively. Furthermore, the two languages are not under-resourced on their own, but the amount of bilingual corpora between them is very limited despite the large Vietnamese community living in the Czech Republic. So far, no effort has been put into developing an MT tool specifically for this language pair.
We wish to investigate the potential of pivoting methods for translating between Czech and Vietnamese. After carefully examining the potential of all possible pivot languages, we decide to select English as the sole pivot language. It is the only language that provides sufficient resources to act as a bridge between Vietnamese and Czech.
We created and released two sets of multilingual datasets: a set of test data and a set of parallel corpora.
WMT Test Data
Our test set was derived from the WMT 2013 shared task, 1 which consists of 3000 aligned sentences from newspapers. We opted for the 2013 set, because more recent WMT test sets were no longer multi-parallel across all the languages. The WMT 2013 test set spanned across six languages (Czech, English, German, French, Spanish and Russian) and we extended it to include Vietnamese. Our contribution was created by human translators working in two stages. The first stage delivered a Vietnamese translation from the English side of the WMT 2013 test set, sometimes by post-editing machine-translated text. The second stage was a careful check to arrive at fluent Vietnamese text. Finally, we prepared a multi-lingual test set for Czech, English and Vietnamese. Table 1 gives the statistics of the test set.
Training Data
The training data is composed of parallel corpora among the source, target and pivot languages. For Czech-English language pair, we used CzEng 1.0, a Czech-English parallel corpus to train the translation model. For Czech-Vietnamese and English-Vietnamese, we collected available bitexts from the Internet as there were no ready-made corpora sufficient to train the translation models. We collected data from two main sources: OPUS 2 and TED talks. 3 OPUS is a growing multilingual corpus of translated open source documents. It covers over 90 languages and includes data from several domains (Tiedemann, 2012b) . The majority of Vietnamese-English and Vietnamese-Czech bitexts in OPUS were subtitles from motion pictures. As such, these bitexts were not always close translations; due to various constraints of the domain, the texts were often just paraphrases. The later source contained selected TED talks which were provided in English and equipped with transcripts in Czech and/or Vietnamese. There were 1198 talks for which English and Vietnamese transcripts are available. There were 784 TED talks for which Czech and Vietnamese transcripts are available.
Our preliminary analysis indicated that the collected datasets were noisy to the extent that the noise would harm the performance of SMT approaches. Hence, we opted for a semi-automatic cleanup of the corpora (both Czech-Vietnamese and EnglishVietnamese). We improved the corpus quality by two steps: normalizing and filtering. The normalizing step cleaned up the corpora based on some typical formatting patterns in subtitles and transcripts (e.g. we tried to rejoin sentences spanning over multiple subtitles). The filtering step relied on the filtering tool used in the development of the CzEng corpus . We trained the tool on a set of 1,000 sentence pairs which had been selected randomly from the corpus and manually annotated. Overall, the normalization and filtering reduced the size of the Czech-Vietnamese corpus by about 32.25% and the size of the English-Vietnamese corpus by about 51.29% (the number of words). The statistics of the training data is shown in Table 2 and 3. Our analysis showed that the cleaning phrase helped in improving the performance of the translation model trained on the collected datasets.
Experiments
We empirically evaluate the pivoting methods in the context of Czech↔Vietnamese translation. We also carry out a brief evaluation on the quality of Czech↔English and English↔Vietnamese translations. This provides an insight into the corpus quality, which affects the final performance of pivoting methods.
Setup
The experiments are carried out using using Moses framework (Koehn et al., 2007) . Instead of Moses standard EMS, we use Eman (Bojar and Tamchyna, 2013) to manage the large number of experiments.
We use the standard phrase-based SMT approach which follows the log-linear model. The model features include the translation model, language model, distance-based reordering, word penalty and phrase penalty (no lexicalized reordering model). The translation models are trained on the parallel data that we have prepared (see Section 3). Word alignments are created automatically on the bitexts using Giza++ (Och and Ney, 2003) , followed by the standard phrase extraction (Koehn et al., 2003) . Three language models are trained using the KenLM language modeling toolkit (Heafield, 2011) with the order of 5.
For the tuning and final evaluation, we split the prepared Czech-English-Vietnamese WMT 2013 set into two parts: the first 1500 sentences as the development set and the remaining 1500 sentences as the test set. The log-linear model is optimized by tuning on the development data with minimum error rate training (MERT, Och (2003)) as the tuning method and BLEU as the tuning metric (Papineni et al., 2002) .
The pivoting methods are implemented and processed using the available data that we have. The experimental results are evaluated using BLEU (as implemented in Moses scorer; single-reference, lowercased, and in the tokenization used by the MT system). We also carry out manual evaluation for the final results.
Baseline Systems
We first build the SMT system by training on the direct parallel data for all 6 translation directions among Czech, English and Vietnamese. Of the 6 component systems, we use the SMT systems trained on the direct Czech↔Vietnamese parallel data as the baseline system. Table 4 shows the experimental results of six component systems on the test set. We can see that the Czech→Vietnamese and Vietnamese→Czech baseline systems attain very low results (10.59 and 7.62 BLEU points). This is not surprising. Despite the preparation step, the Czech↔Vietnamese training data is still noisy. The essence of transcribed bitexts is paraphrasing, which may be correct in a particular context but incorrect in general. Furthermore, the properties of the examined languages (Czech inflective with very rich morphology, Vietnamese analytic with rather fixed word order) render the Czech-Vietnamese translation as a difficult problem.
Our analysis shows that the component systems for English↔Vietnamese translation perform relatively well. This is attributed by the similarity between English and After translation, the probabilities and lexical weights are kept from the original phrase tables. Table 5 shows the performance of the two options. We see that translating the large CzEng 1.0 phrase table by the small systems achieves better results than the other way around, regardless of the translation direction. We note that not only the CzEng 1.0 PT has a better coverage, but also the English→Vietnamese system delivers translations of a relatively good quality. The English→Czech system faces the problem of incorrect word forms even though the morphemes are correct. We also note that the PT translation method which involves translating Czech↔English phrase table attains better results than the baseline systems. This shows the potential of pivoting methods over the direct translation.
Phrase Table Triangulation
We followed two specific options to conduct phrase table triangulation. Each option in turn offers a number of ways to merge the feature values of identical pivoted phrase pairs.
1. Pivoting posterior probabilities, merging by the summation or maximization function 2. Pivoting the co-occurrence counts, approximating by the minimum, maximum, arithmetic mean or geometric mean function
For each of the translation directions, these two options result in six phrase tables which have the same phrase pairs but different feature values. Table 6 shows the performance of all the setups. First, we can see that both options of the triangulation method receive lower BLEU scores, compared to the phrase table translation method. The result is rather interesting because the triangulation method has an appealing description. It is generally considered a good system, sometimes outperforming direct translation. The primary reason for the failure here is the high level of noise created by triangulation. The method doubles the amount of noise in both phrase tables, thus decreasing the overall performance. Moreover, as our corpora are independent, the overlapping part is small. This results in a low coverage of phrases.
Second, re-estimating co-occurrence counts appears to be less effective than combining the probabilities directly. The primary reason is the difference between two phrase tables. The Czech-English phrase table is much larger than the English-Vietnamese phrase table. As the co-occurrence counts are biased either the large PT or the small PT, thus minimizing the difference between valid and noise phrase pairs. Hence, the noisy pairs acquire probabilities as high as the valid pairs. When the co-occurrence counts are biased towards the large PT (i.e. the maximum and arithmetic mean functions), the high number of common phrases worsens the probabilities. Another observation shows that computation of the new probability favours summation over maximization. It is reasonable that the final probability of a source-target pairs should be computed over all middle-phrases rather than just one phrase. One unit (word or phrase) may have more than one translation in other language.
System Cascades
For system cascades, we use the component systems to translate each step of the process. There are two directions of translation, which lead to two different settings for the system cascades method.
For Vietnamese→Czech system cascades method, we first use the Vietnamese→English component MT system to translate the input from Vietnamese into English. We then use the English→Czech component MT system to translate the English sentence into Czech.
For Czech→Vietnamese system cascades method, we first use the Czech→English component MT system to translate the input from Czech into English. We then use the English→Vietnamese component MT system to translate the English sentence into Vietnamese.
In our experiments, we select n from {1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 30, 50, 75, 100} to verify the effectiveness of using n-best translations instead of just selecting the top hypothesis. The list of n-best translations allows the second system to compensate for errors of the first system's single-best output, thus producing a better translation. Table 7 confirms our claim that the n-best list of hypotheses helps system cascades. Furthermore, the system cascades method achieves higher results than the baseline system and other pivoting methods. The promising performance of system cascades comes from the fact that the method uses complete translations. During the translation process, pivoting sentences are broken into phrases separately for each of the two phrase tables. Only a small portion of phrases remains intact during the process. In most of the cases, the segmentation into phrases is different for the pivot-target translation and for the source-pivot translation.
Combination through Phrase Table Interpolation
We adopt the uniform weights to perform phrase table interpolation, which has shown to be robust (Cohn and Lapata, 2007) . We adapt all four features of the standard Moses SMT translation model: the phrase translation probabilities and the lexical weights. Table 8 summarizes our experimental results using automatic scoring. It includes the results of the individual systems and the combined system, which is built based on the interpolated phrase table.
We further conduct manual evaluation over the final results of Czech→Vietnamese translation. We perform relative ranking among 5 systems, the established practice of WMT. To interpret this 5-way ranking, we adopt the technique used by WMT until 2013 (before TrueSkill): we extract the 10 pairwise comparisons from each ranking. For a given system, we report the proportion of pairs in which the system was ranked equally or higher than its competitor (out of all pairs where the system was evaluated), see the column "≥ Others" in Table 9 . Additionally, we report a simpler interpretation of the 5-way ranking following Bojar et al. (2011) . Each 5-way ranking is called a "block" and we report how often each system was among the winners in this block. Since we are comparing 5 systems, all our blocks include all systems, so "≥ All in block" simply means the rate of wins. Tables 8 and 9 provide the same picture: the system combination improves a little over the system cascades method.
We note that the performance of a specific method heavily depends on languages, domains and corpora in question. For example, system cascades achieved the best results with our datasets and the performance of phrase table translation is better when translating the larger (Czech-English) phrase table with the smaller (English-Vietnamese) MT system than the other way around, regardless of the final translation direction (Czech↔Vietnamese) using the translated phrase table.
Conclusion
We carried our a set of experiments with baseline direct translation and three types of pivoting methods, optionally concluded by a last step that combines the different approaches to a single system, improving over each of the individual components. Our comparative study suggests that in absence of a multi-parallel corpus, simple cascading of systems outperforms methods manipulating the phrase table.
To support further experiments in Czech↔Vietnamese machine translation, we assembled and described two training corpora and created one test set. The corpora are available in the Lindat repository:
-http://hdl.handle.net/11234/1-1594 (WMT13 Vietnamese Test Set) -http://hdl.handle.net/11234/1-1595 (CsEnVi Pairwise Parallel Corpus)
